
A class D amplifier comprises three basic sections: the Pulse Width Modulator (PWM), 
which converts the audio signal into high frequency pulse waveform; The MOSFET Gate 
Driver, which level shifts and buffers the PWM signal suitable for driving the output 
MOSFETs; and the output stage, which includes a low pass filter in addition to the 
MOSFETs.  

There are several solutions for the modulation stage and MOSFET gate drivers, which often 
entail combining the two functions in a single integrated circuit. The disadvantage of 
combining the two stages in one IC is that the integrated circuit will need to be fabricated on 
a high voltage process, which is an expensive process. 

A pure class D modulation stage is simply a triangle wave generator plus comparator, that 
transforms the audio content into a higher frequency signal. Distortion and noise arises for 
many reasons, including distortion in the triangle wave, imperfect comparator with finite slew 
rate and offset. In addition, there will be imperfect MOSFET switches, ground bounce and 
dead time. Feedback can be used to improve performance, and there are several 
propriatory methods from complex digital processing as used in Tripath’s Class T ICs, to the 
all analog “Adaptive Modulation Servo” patented by Anaview.

For further information and guidance there are many useful application notes featuring 
integrated modulation ICs including: TC2001, TC2002A, TCD6000, Si824, IRS20957, 
IRS2902, IRS2052, IRS2053 and IRS2093…

For a complete solution, including a switch mode power supply, Anaview modules offer very 
high performance and are production ready (see Fig.2). Just add input processing.

FIG. 1: TYPICAL CLASS D
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  GKI-06071-5G  75 10 25    250

  GKI1094-5G  100 30 17    510
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ALC0100-2300  +/-14, +8V 2 x 50W    ALC0100 Stereo with 
mains PSU

ALC0180-2300  +/-14, +8V 2 x 90W    ALC0180 Stereo with 
mains PSU

ALC0300-1300  +/-14, +8V 1 x 300W    ALC0300 Monoblock
with mains PSU

AMS1000-2600  +/-17, +5.5V      2 x 500W    AMS1000 2x500W 
Class D Amp
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FIG. 2: ANAVIEW AMPLIFIER COMPARISON
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FIG. 3: FULL SANKEN MOSFET RANGE
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